CHASE THE 8
EVENT INFORMATION

There are some important points to note so please read carefully to ensure you have an
enjoyable evening here at Perth Motorplex. This is an ANDRA sanctioned event. ANDRA Rules,
Regulations and Licensing applies.
Those without an ANDRA License will be issued with an ANDRA Day License.
EVENT SCHEDULE:
Gates Open -1:00pm

Qualifying - 3:00pm – 6:00pm approx.

Scrutineering - 1:00pm - 6:00pm

Chase the 8 Comp - 6:00pm – 9:00pm approx.

FM RADIO COMMENTARY: Tune into 98.8fm for all track commentary.
PIT BAYS: There are no allocated Pit Bays, however some clubs may have set up areas so
please ask if the spot is taken if there is anybody nearby. Please try to fill the western (closest
to Staging Lanes) bays first.
SCRUTINEERING: Scrutineering will be held in the Green Scrutineering Building.
ALL NON ANDRA LICENCED Vehicles MUST go through scrutineering prior to any racing.
ANDRA Licenced vehicles required to go through scrutineering will be have their Number on the
board at the gate and on the scrutineering shed.
INDEMNITIES: All racers and crew must sign the indemnity form before going onto the
track. Any persons not wearing the correct colour wristband will be asked to leave the ‘hot
area’. The Hot area is the area in front of the chains in the staging lanes, the drag strip and
return road.
QUALIFYING: Qualifying will go from 3:00pm through to about 6:00pm. This is your chance
to learn what time your car can do so you can set your time for racing. Make sure you are in
the staging lane allocated to you at scrutineering.
Make sure you stay with your vehicle at all times while in the staging lanes.
ELIMINATIONS: This is Dial Your Own Racing (see next page on Dial Your Own).
Please ensure you are in the Staging Lanes in time for your racing.
If you are not in the staging lanes, you MAY miss your race.
BUY BACK: If you get beaten in either Round 1 or Round 2, you can “buy back” in to the next
round and continue to race (see following page).
REMEMBER TO LOOK AT THE “DIAL IN” BOARDS BEFORE YOU STAGE TO ENSURE
YOUR DIAL-IN IS CORRECT. Once you stage you have accepted the handicap and the
outcome of the race will stand.
AWARDS: The winner will receive the grand prize of $8000 and runner up will receive a $1000
prize! If you finish in positions 3 rd-8th you will receive your entry fee back!
DRIVER and VEHICLE REGULATIONS:
https://motorplex.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/20212022_PerthMotorplexStreetMeetRegulations_Updated_8October21.pdf
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WHAT VEHICLES CAN ENTER?
Open to all 4 wheeled vehicles, however you must be able to run back-to-back over 9 rounds of
racing – no time for cool down – you must return to the staging lanes after each round you win
(or buy back) to get ready for the next round of racing.
_____________________________

WHAT DOES BUY BACK MEAN?
If you lose in either the 1st round or 2nd round of racing you will be able to Buy Back into the
field and continue racing.
There will be a pop-up tent located in the pit area near the return road. This is where you will
be able to Buy Back into the racing for a shot at the $8,000 grand prize.
Buy backs are not allowed after Round 2.
For competitors eliminated from the event, we may offer “grudge match” racing if there is spare
time in the schedule to give you even more runs down the drag strip.
_____________________________

WHAT IS ‘DIAL YOUR OWN’ HANDICAP RACING?
Dial Your Own Handicap means just that, you write your own Handicap (the time you think you
can run) in your car. This time determines your handicap. For example, if you dial in at 13.50
and your opponent dials in at 12.50 then you will receive a 1 second head start. The trick is to
win the race, without going faster than your “dial in” time. If you break your handicap time, you
will lose that round.
If any car ‘red lights’ Ie. Jumps the start, they will be eliminated.
If any car crosses the centre line prior to the finish, they will be eliminated.
Officials in the staging lanes can help you if you are not too sure, so please ask as we are here
to help you, just make sure you have your timecards with you.
_______________________________
Thank you for taking the time to read this information, we trust you will have a great day out
with your car.
When you leave the venue, please take care on your way home and stay safe on the streets.
Thank you for racing at Perth Motorplex.
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